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Praise the Lord! The Summer
camp planning process has
been starting well. This year’s
planning approach is to
have all the NCCC churches
jointly
planning
the
conference. We have been
very blessed to have all these
key co-workers in the core
planning committee from
whom we have witnessed a
great serving heart and
attitude.

So far, we have had two
whole committee meetings
and several sub-meetings to
introduce
the
new
framework and planning
timeline. Each team have
also started their own
planning
accordingly,
currently mostly busy with
recruitment using the newly
developed
recruiting
process/format
that the

“We have been very blessed to have all these key co-workers in the core planning
committee from whom we have witnessed a great serving heart and attitude.”
Conference Chairman and
Executive Officer layout.

to meet face to face and
get to know each other!

We have been keen on
setting
up
standardized
processes and templates for
the conference. You cannot
do
today’s
job
with
yesterday’s method and be in
ministry tomorrow.

The Conference Theme
Building a Beautiful Home
Together

CORE PLANNING COMMITTEE
Chairman

Next time the committee will
meet in February in Stockholm
with team building provided
by pastor Peter Chen from
NCCC Gothenburg as well as
further
summer
camp
planning. We are all very keen

The Campsite
Avesta Folkhögskola
The Time of the Camp
15th – 21st of July

Samuel Chen [GBG]

Executive Officer Ah Woon Chan [HKI]
Camp pastor

Anthony Shum [STHLM]

Finance

Yi Wen Ke [MMA]

Facilitites

Laifong Ho [OSL]
Edwin Leung [STHLM]

IT/AV

Yifeng Lin [STHLM]
Junsheng Fu [GBG]

Kitchen

Robin Chan [STHLM]

Adult Camp

Jiali Lip [HKI]
Kit Ngar Lam [GBG]

NextGen Camp

Maggie Tsang [GBG]
Kwun Chuen Chan [HKI]

Children Camp

Mei Hung Cheng [OSL]
Jocke Tang [GBG]

Nursery Service

Sing Ying Poon [SVG]

”ONE MAN TEAM”
Finance with a hint of else
Finance is something we tend to relate to figures
and numbers plus having only one person
handling it. Let’s read what Yiwen Ke, Finance
Head, thinks about it.
How does this year’s Finance
team differ from previous
years?
My name is Yiwen Ke and I’m
in charge of the Finance this
year in SC. This year Finance
includes Bookstore, Kiosk and
Healthcare
on
top
of
Finance itself.
Also, I would like to shortly
introduce the changes of
finance
management
methods this year.
We have a new system to
gather all the budgets of
every functional group and
camps, each and every
head insert their budgets
and get the overall view. We
also gather all the receipts

into one cloud storage. This
makes the operational work
and management clearer
and easier.
How have the planning been
so far?
The committee planning was
started in December. As for
the Finance, the planning
work is on moving forward as
scheduled; the budget of
the conference is almost
done, only couple of camps’
budgets are missing and will
be provided in Feb.
How many years have you
been
to
SC?
Any
expectations?

I have participated the
camp for 9 years now and
every year, I have received
so much. I hope I will be
learning even more and
experience God’s grace in
the midst of serving.
One word or sentence you
would describe SC?
Summer
Conference
is
NCCC’s brothers and sisters
most
anticipated
warm
home! It’s where the souls
get to be saved! May God
be in control and bless the
whole SC from planning till
the end of the conference.
May His name be lifted up!

All this is for your benefit, so that the grace that is reaching more and more
people may cause thanksgiving to overflow to the glory of God.
2nd Cor 4:15 (NIV)

PRAYER REQUESTS
- Pray that we will follow God’s will and set a
good foundation for SC planning
- Pray for strength and wisdom to all co-workers
- Pray for the process of finding co-workers for
each team and camp
- Pray for the face to face meeting in February
in Stockholm

GIVE THANKS
- We are blessed to have such a committed
planning committee
- For the technology that we may have online
skype meetings
- For the Stockholm church and brothers and
sisters who made the face to face meeting
possible

